The number of Actcast partners has surpassed 50
~Expanding the practical AI/IoT ecosystem~
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Idein Inc.
Tokyo, May 2020 -- Idein Inc. is pleased to announce that the number of partners on its
Edge AI platform Actcast, which was officially released in January 2020, has surpassed 50.

A wide variety of partners
As of today, 53 companies are participating as
partners, and their attributes are diverse
advanced AI algorithm developers, system
developers and business enterprises.

An excerpt from our website.
Click here for a detailed list.
https://actcast.io/

Our goal through the expansion of Actcast Partners/Actcast ecosystem
We aim to build a platform to realize a
popularization of edge AI/IoT systems.
There are many elements to the development,
implementation, and utilization of AI/IoT systems,
which makes it difficult for a single company to
achieve. Actcast delivers the best combination of
places, technologies and resources through its
ecosystem. Currently, the ecosystem has
originated use cases; PoC at a major
convenience store and the development of a new
anti-COVID-19 solution in collaboration with a
major system developer.

About Actcast and Actcast Partners
Actcast is a platform which is installed in our unique acceleration technology that enables
high-accuracy edge AI analysis on general-purpose devices that are easy to procure and
inexpensive, enabling remote management (app installation, switching, updating, etc.) of
large numbers of edge devices on the Web. It can be used in a variety of fields, including
security, industrial IoT, retail marketing, and MaaS. In AI/IoT systems, there is a big trend to
utilize not only the cloud, but also the computational resources at the edge, but there are still
challenges in the practical use of these resources. We developed Actcast as an innovative
technology and platform to solve the problems.
Actcast Partners is a partner program that aims to develop solutions and support businesses
that use Actcast. The program provides participating companies with the opportunity to
co-creation within the ecosystem and the following benefits:
https://actcast.io/docs/files/partner_program.pdf
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Introduction from/to other partners
Early access to technology and features before they are released to the public
Providing a development roadmap
Invitation to workshops and events
Introduction from/to customers
Introduction of Actcast use cases
Support for marketing activities

About Idein
Idein is a startup with high technological capabilities that has made accelerating deep
learning Inference on the Raspberry Pi, an inexpensive general-purpose device. Idein has
developed Actcast(https://actcast.io/), the edge AI platform using the technology, and
provides services to developers and companies that develop, implement, and utilize practical
AI/IoT systems. Together with our partners, we will continue to contribute to the
popularization of AI/IoT systems.
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